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Why Choose 
Mette McConnell Photography 

Backgrounds are chosen to match any outfit. Your photos
will be tailored to your own style.  Mette doesn't photograph
every senior the same way with the same back grounds & poses.

Skilled lighting to make your skin and eyes look their very best. 

Beautiful skin tones and retouching, no overdone Photoshop look!

Real, natural expressions and poses, with fun ones thrown in.

Locations that represent YOU and YOUR personality! Each session
is customized JUST FOR YOU! 

Senior Portraits are Important! 
Your Senior year is a milestone!  Admit it!   You've gotten through all the homework, all
the state testing, school assemblies, and finals.  Senior portraits are done to represent

all that you have become through it all.  These important portraits will be in your
family forever, and you want them to be perfect, and So Do I! 

Everything you need to know about a Senior Portrait Session with Mette McConnell
Photography will be explained in this booklet. 

Mette is a certified, skilled, award winning and internationally published, professional
photographer with the ability to make you comfortable and look amazing. 

The first step is learning about your senior portrait session options and deciding what
YOU want your portraits to say about YOU. 
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Every senior is a unique individual, with their own opinions, styles, interests and
personalities.   So why do most senior portraits look the same?

Unless, you work with Mette... 

Mette works with each individual senior to create a custom senior session just for you.  
It's up to YOU on how YOU want to be remembered! 

 From traditional to fun, from wild to  sweet...  Mette can do it all.    
Your senior portraits will NOT look like everyone else's. 

*Right now you are not deciding on a package of portraits... you don't need to do
that until after the session is completed and we meet to view the portraits.

*Right now you are simply deciding what KIND of portraits you want to have taken. 
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Styles 

Keep reading to learn some of the different ways Mette 
can do your Senior Photoshoots! 

of Shoots
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Dressy, casual, or themed to your interests.  Mette's indoor camera room is a great
way to show your own individual style and personality.  We have plenty of background

choices, chairs and props to use, or bring your own! 

Mette will custom design a look and style to match your outfits and personality to
make sure your Senior Session represents YOU.

There are many many different looks that can be optained in the comfort of an air-
conditioned/heated studio all year long.  You will be amazed at all the specialty

sessions we can create for you! 
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Do you play a sport?  An instrument?  Ride a horse, have a motorcycle, an old car,

dance, swim.... if there is ANYTHING in your life that you are passionate about,
 you should make it part of your Senior Photoshoot.  

Your passion is my passion!  We can create awesome, stunning, and totally cool
images of you and your "passion" in our studio, or we can go on location to wherever

you do your thing to capture YOU being YOU! 
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Whether it be a simple park,  the Dallas Arboretum, a rocky part of the lake, the
Denton Square, your team’s field, or anywhere under the sun,  Mette has you covered!  

Got  a favorite spot that has meaning to you? Let's go!  
This is YOUR Senior Photoshoot.

(*additional fees/travel fees, entrance/admission fees may apply)   
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Outdoors... but just more!   Rooftops, staircases, doorways, tall buildings, bridges
graffiti... and so much more! 
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Outdoors... but just more!   Rooftops, staircases, doorways, tall buildings, bridges
graffiti... and so much more! 
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Keep it traditional in the studio or don't!  Make it fun!  Bring your own or use mine.   
Cap and gow photos can be done on any location. 
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Capture the energy of your sport or activity with these custom created pieces. 

Photos are typically (but not always) captured in studio.  Mette then uses her editing
smarts and sometimes a touch of AI, 

to create individualized pieces that features YOU! 
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Have a favorite 4 legged best buddy that you want to include in the your Senior
Photoshoot?  Let's do it!  Big or little, they are always welcome to join in on the fun!  
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Beautiful and timeless, this contemporary style of portraiture will look absolutely
stunning on your walls for years and years.   Done in the beautiful and tranquil style of

the Old Masters, these portraits are certain to become family heirlooms. 
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4 wheels, 2 wheels.... even 3 wheels!   If it's part of what makes you YOU, 
let's include it in your Senior Photoshoot! 
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YES! You read that right!  TRAVEL!  Let's head to your favorite destination or a fun
destination!  The Nevada desert has been a popular senior session destination, but

that's just one of many many spots!   *travel fees additional. 
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A quick family mini session is included if you so
wish!  This is the perfect time to capture the

family before adulting begins! 
And!  Include your BFF in a session!
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Have an idea you want Mette to use?
Pitch it!! 

At MMP we love being different!
You are unique, and so should your Senior Portraits!

Don't limit yourself to what you see here, be original! 
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Session Fees Start At $250
Rising seniors begin the search for a Senior Portrait Photographer as early as their junior year and

begin sessions the summer between junior and senior year.  

Keep in mind all of the possibilities that can be done for your Senior Photoshoot! 

Urban and the school's athletic field/gym is our most popular destinations, but we can go most
anywhere that is of meaning to you.   Sports pictures on the athletic field, pictures with your horse

at the barn,  or in the studio wearing your pointe shoes, the options are truly endless!  
  
 

Be Creative! Be You!
A portrait deposit is also due at the time of booking, deposit amount depends on session type chosen.

+tax



Like what you've read?  Ready to learn more and get to planning all the details for your

photoshoot?  It's time to schedule a meeting where we can discuss the details of what you'd like

to have done.  We will go over things like locations, wardrobe, pricing, etc. and answer any

questions you may have.   Then we can schedule your date(s) and the appropriate amount 

of time for your Senior Photoshoot with Mette!
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imaginationLet your                              be your guide!

Call us at 940-595-6850
Or visit  MetteMcConnell.com/Seniors

Don't delay!
To give each senior the attention they deserve, Mette takes a just 20

 Seniors per school year!  October, March, and April, are the most popular
months for senior portraits.

Once filled, a wait list will be started. 
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